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ABSTRACT 
This paper gives an efficient, direct method for testing whether an arbitrary 
Boolean matrix is regular and, if it is regular, for computing its maximum generalized 
inverse. 
INTRODUCTION 
Let L%,, or ‘% for short, be the set of all n X n matrices over the 
two-element Boolean algebra 2 = (0, 1). Consideration of matrices over a 
general Boolean algebra can be reduced to this case, as P. S. S. N. V. Prasada 
Rao and K. P. S. Bhaskara Rao have done [5, Sec. 61. Moreover, the case of 
matrices over 2 is the important one for graph and network theory. The 
operations of 2 induce an operation of matrix multiplication in “9R in the 
usual way, and under this matrix multiplication u% is a semigroup. The 
natural order in 2 induces a partial order in a7ni which is compatible with 
matrix multiplication. Moreover, ti9R is residuated; that is to say, for any 
A,BE% theset%={XEUJIL]AX<B}hasagreatestelementCx,~X,to 
be denoted by B,‘A; and similarly there always exists a maximum matrix Y, 
denoted by B’.A, satisfying YA < B. 
The transpose of the matrix A will be written as A’, and the component- 
wise complement of A, the entries of which are the complements in 2 of the 
corresponding entries of A, will be denoted by A ‘. Then (A ‘)‘= (A ‘)’ = Act 
(say) and, as usual, (AB)f= BtA t for all A, B E “%. Formulae proved by R. 
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Duncan Lute [3, Theorem 5.21 may now be stated: 
B..A = (BcAf)“, B,‘A = (A%” )” (0) 
for all A,B E”9R. 
We are concerned with generalized inverses of the matrix A E a, that 
is, with solutions X E ‘9_ of the equations 
AXA=A, (I) 
XAx=x, (2) 
if such solutions exist. [For n > 3, there are matrices A in Q,,, for which (1) is 
not soluble.] To be precise, we shall call any solution X of (1) a { 1}-inuerse 
of A and any solution X of both (1) and (2) a { 1,2}-inuerse of A. Further, we 
shall say that A is regular if it has a { 1}-inverse (equivalently, if it has a 
{ 1,2}-inverse). 
The equations (1) and (2) h ave been studied by several authors, among 
whom R. J. Plemmons [4] and Kim Ki-hang Butler [2] have published methods 
for computing { 1}-inverses and { 1,2}-inverses under certain conditions. 
Butler in [2, p. 271 poses the problem of developing an efficient and accurate 
direct method for computing { 1,2}- inverses in %. More recently, P. S. S. N. 
V. Prasada Rao and K. P. S. Bhaskara Rao [5] have systematically dealt with 
{ 1}-inverses, { 1,2}-inverses and other types of inverses in %,. They give an 
algorithm for computing a {l}- inverse of a Boolean matrix if one exists. Now 
the given matrix, if regular, may have either one or several minimal { l}-in- 
verses; the algorithm of Prasada Rao and Bhaskara Rao yields a { 1}-inverse 
which is a partial permutation, and this together with considerations of rank 
immediately shows that it is in fact a minimal { 1}-inverse. 
The next section shows how Lute’s formulae (0) lead to a routine method 
for computing the (unique) maximum { 1}-inverse and maximum { 1,2}-in- 
verse of a regular Boolean matrix. In the final section we discuss the relative 
efficiency of the method. 
CALCULATIONS 
In this section, A, X E u9Ti,, 
LEMMA 1. AXA G A if, and only if, 
X <(AA ‘,)“. 
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Proof. 
AXAGA 
w XA<A:A=(A’A”)” 
H X <(AtAc)“‘.A 
= ((A!~c)~~A’)” 
=(A%VA”)” 
= (AAC~A)“~. n 
So we immediately have a criterion for the regularity of a Boolean 
matrix: 
THEOREM 2. A is regular if, and only if, A(AActA)“fA = A. 
Proof. “If” is trivial. As to the converse, suppose AXA = A so that 
X < (AActA)ct. Then 
A=AXA~A(AA”fA)cfA~A; 
whence the result. n 
Next, expressions for the maximum { l}-inverse and maximum { 1,2}-in- 
verse of a regular Boolean matrix: 
THEOREM 3. If A is regular, then the maximum { 1 )-inverse of A is 
(AA”%)“‘. 
Proof. Directly from Lemma 1. n 
THEOREM 4. If A is regular, then the maximum 1,2-inverse of A is 
A * = (AA “‘A)“*A (AA “A)“. 
Proof. Firstly, A* is a {1,2}-inverse of A, since AA*A =A and A*AA* 
= A* by Theorem 2. Secondly, if X is a { 1,2}-inverse of A, then 
X=XAX<(AAC’A)CtA(AAC’A)C’=A*, 
since X < (AA “A)‘, by Lemma 1. 
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REMARKS. 
(1) The results above remain true for rectangular Boolean matrices of 
sizes appropriate for the indicated matrix products. 
(2) Generalizations of these results may be stated for any residuated 
semigroup; for example, the maximum { 1,2}-inverse of a regular element a 
of a residuated semigroup is just [(a.‘u)‘.n]a[(a.‘u)‘.u]. (For notation, T. S. 
Blyth and M. F. Janowitz [l, pp. 211-2141 may be consulted.) 
EFFICIENCY OF THE METHOD 
The method is direct and computationally simple. It involves only basic 
matrix operations and no search or decision procedures; in the case of 
matrices over 2 = { 0, 1} it is well suited to machine computation. 
The number of individual Boolean operations required to compute the 
maximum { 1}-inverse of an n X n Boolean matrix by the method of Theorem 
3 may be easily estimated. Altogether there are two matrix multiplications, 
each requiring at most n3 individual operations; as well there are two 
complemented transpositions, each involving n2 operations. So an upper 
bound for the number of individual Boolean operations involved in comput- 
ing the maximum { l}-inverse of A by the method of Theorem 3 is 2n3+ 2n2; 
for calculating A* by Theorem 4, an upper bound is 4n3+2n2. 
REMARKS. The numbers of individual operations required in the tech- 
niques of Plemmons [4, p. 4311 and Prasada Rao and Bhaskara Rao [S, Sec. 51 
-which in general may yield different { 1}-inverses from each other and 
from the maximum one-are also of order O(n”). 
Another method, involving the calculation of a matrix of permanents of 
order (n - l), may require, as mentioned by Butler [2, p. 251, up to n(n - 
2)n! operations. 
So the method stated here in the previous section seems to be relatively 
efficient. 
Moreover, there are some “by-products”. By means of another matrix 
multiplication and a comparison with the original matrix A, a test for 
regularity of A (Theorem 2) can be incorporated in the method. Again, since 
AA* = A (AA “A)” for regular A, computing both AA* and A*A requires 
only one further matrix multiplication. Then one may test whether X = A* 
satisfies any of the additional conditions of interest: 
(AX)t=AX, 
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(XA)‘=XA, (4) 
AX= XA. (5) 
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